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Shepard Fairey; Jennifer Gross

Designing Manifest Hope And The Campaign For Change by Shepard Fairey and Jennifer Gross is a 2009 art book dedicated to the United States presidency of Barack Obama. Art for Obama: Designing Manifest Hope and the Campaign for Change is a collection of collages, paintings, photo composites, prints, and computer-generated images that were created for the 2008 presidential campaign. Not only did it stir the Art for Obama: Designing Manifest Hope and the Campaign for Change movement, it also captured the world's attention like that of Barack Obama's historic presidential campaign. Not only did it stir the Art for Obama: Designing Manifest Hope and the Campaign for Change movement, it also captured the world's attention like that of Barack Obama's historic presidential campaign.

The book was published by Abrams Image and is part of a series of projects that have been created to document and celebrate the work of Shepard Fairey, Jennifer Gross, and other artists and designers who were involved in the campaign. The book features a foreword by John Podesta, who served as Obama's campaign manager, and an introduction by Fairey and Gross. It includes essays by other artists and writers, as well as interviews with some of the artists who worked on the campaign.

Art For Obama: Designing Manifest Hope And The Campaign For Change is a comprehensive look at the art and design of the Obama campaign, and it is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the intersection of art and politics. It is a must-read for anyone who wants to understand the role that art and design played in Barack Obama's historic presidential campaign.
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